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Abstract—The paper presents briefly the concepts, the targets
and some of the methods, approaches applied, results reached in
two European e-learning projects. Both projects were supported
by the European Union and participants from more than 10
European countries had been working in them mostly from
Universities. The projects exploits the rich possibilities offered by
internet based remote laboratories, interactive multimedia ma-
terials developed for class room, self-learning at home, distance
learning etc. The projects are intended to assist the education of
eletrical engineering students on BSc and MSc level.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two E-learning education projects supported by the Euro-
pean Union provides the frame of the paper. The contributors
developing the projects were spread all over Europe and came
from more than 10 countries. The support was granted the
participants under the umbrella of the Leonardo da Vinci
program.

One of the projects is called E-learning Distance Interactive
Practical Education (EDIPE). It is the logical continuation of
the second project called INETELE which was completed
earlier [1], [2], [3], [4].

Remote Laboratories Project (EDIPE): It is crucial for
students to have some laboratory practice. The experiments
give the students an insight into the real processes of the
tested system and highly enhances their capability to apply
theories learned in classes and from books. They can also
see the influence of the second/higher order effect, effect of
parasitics which are difficult to be simulated perfectly.

However to build experiments and keep them up to date
are rather expensive and time consuming. On the other hand
both the students and the Universities can mutually benefit
from a remotely accessible laboratory network available via
internet. Each test in the laboratory network is worked out
and kept up to date by different participating Universities.
The experiments in general can be conducted either on-
line or based on recorded material (virtual experiment). It
allows students to perform experiment safely and without
a guidance and official working hours in the laboratory are
not limiting the users. The students can also experience the
appearance of the measurement instrument, the electronic
components and many more factors such as lay-out. In

general the measurements should be designed as a project
with educational philosophy. The experiments should not be
only analysis oriented (to measure, to see, to evaluate and
to explain the results) but also synthesis oriented. It should
involve design aspects.

The target of project EDIPE is to create more than 18
laboratories spread all over in Europe located in Universities.
They will be accessible by authorized students around the
clock. The laboratory tests can be run by them via internet.
The distant laboratory network multiplies the effectiveness of
the hardware and software investments of the local staff for
the benefit of all participants. The outputs will be teaching
materials in electronic form incorporating description of the
tests, guidelines, manuals, documentation etc. in English.
The topics of the laboratory tests cover large range of the
fundamentals and basics of power electronics, electric drives
and motion controls. The titles of the topics proposed and
grouped in four modules are as follows:

1.1 Single Phase and Three Phase Rectifier Circuits
1.2 DC Circuit Measurements and Resonant AC Circuits
2.1 Power Converters 2.2- Power Factor Correction
2.3 PWM Modulation
2.4 DC-DC Conversion for Renewable Energy Sources

and Microgrid
2.5 Power Quality and Active Filters
2.6 Power Quality and/or Electromagnetic Compatibility
3.1 Basic Electrical Machinery - Synchronous Generator
3.2 DC Machines
3.3 Basic Electrical Machinery - DC Motor
3.5 Basic Electrical Machinery - Asynchronous Motor
4.1 Basic Elements of Internet based Telemanipulation
4.2 Mechatronics, HIL (Hardware in the Loop) Simula-

tion
4.3 High Dynamic Drives - Motion Control
4.4 Automotive Electrical Drive
4.5 Multi-motor Drive System of the Production Line
4.6 VR Simulator of Educational Robot

The present paper is concerned only with a small fraction of
the program developed by the team at the Budapest University
of Technology and Economics.
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The project EDIPE has not been completed yet. Here two
methods developed by the authors are described for access
and for remote manipulation with our test unit. The log-in,
queuing, start-up, test and evaluation processes are shown in
a very simple example.

E-learning (INETELE): The targets and results in classical
E-learning approaches in general did not contain the access to
remote laboratories. They concentrated on the elaboration, de-
livery and dissemination of knowledge, information similarly
to books but they have been using electronic media widening
the border of communication tremendously, abolishing most
of the limitations and exploiting many new possibilities which
were not at the disposal in the classical publishing technique.
The e-learning elevated the communication of sophisticated
scientific knowledge to higher dimensions and made the under-
standing and comprehensions much easier. They can be used in
classrooms, at home and for distance-learning either from local
electronic storage or via Internet. They incorporate multimedia
rich pages with animations, colour figures and audio effects
(speech, music). Other multimedia technoque like extensive
usage of video clips, audio or slide shows are also avalaible.
Advanced materials use interactivity meaning the combination
of text explaining the theory with interactive programs that
allow student to do little experiments via a simulator or solving
some engineering problems.

The ways for keeping contacts between teacher and student
and among the students are widely extended via e-mail,
chatrooms, on-line tests, etc.

The program called INETELE incorporates and offers most
of the features and properties just summarised but the access to
remote laboraties and experiments. Its full name is: Interactive
and Unified E-based Education and Training in Electrical
Engineering. The whole program is very ambitious covering
large area of Electrical Engineering. We confine here the
discussion of its very small section dealing with the control of
power electronic and motion control developed by us. It will
illustrate some of the main features of the program.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II
describes the techniques and some of the conceptual issues in
the development of internet based remote laboratory network.
Section III summarizes the structure, the ways of presentation,
the interactive animations applied in the e-learning material by
presenting and commenting a few characteristic pages. Section
IV contains the conclusions.

II. INTERNET BASED LABORATORIES

There are basically two ways to create remotely accessible
e-laboratories. The laboratories can be operated by the stu-
dents either on-line or the laboratory tests can be based on
prerecorded material, when virtual laboratory experiments are
in fact performed by the students. Within our project only the
on-line laboratory test is applied and only its discussion is
included and treated below.

One possible approach is to use simple web browser for re-
alizing the remote laboratories. The strength of a web browser
is its simplicity and its existence on every PC. But most of
the remote laboratories based only on a web browser [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9] allow only system parameter modifications or a
simple selection in control laws. An add-on for a web browser
(e.g.: Java or Flash) provides more capabilities for the remote
experiments [10], but not a full control. Instead of using a
special program [11], [12], [13] to access remote laboratory,
the students using our remote laboratory can choose from two
more-less equivalent approaches. Many of the students are
usually fulfilling their B.Sc. studies in mechanical engineering
course and not well trained in computer programming.

One of the most important contributions in the following
two approaches are that after only a very short learning period
the students are able to create various type of controllers,
independently of their previous programming skills. All the
controllers (P, PI, PID, Sliding mode, etc.) can be realized,
tested, observed by them and every little change can be seen
in the results. The students can even see (via a webcam),
what they are doing in the laboratory.

Remote power supply switch: It is common, that the personal
computers (PCs) are running 24 hours a day. But the laboratory
equipment cannot be turned all day long because of security
reasons. The idea of using the personal computer as a remote
controllable switch came up as a solutions. It is common that a
computer is able to turn on itself remotely (by Wake On LAN).
This function is provided by the power Supply Unit(PSU)
built in the PC. In other word we can always provide a
PC for the students which is on or which can be turned on
remotely. Having PC on in the laboratory and a permanent wire
connection between the PC and the Power Supply Unit (PSU)
installed for supplying energy for the system to be tested, the
authorized student can turn on any time the power supply of
the system via internet. It is a cost effective remote power
supply switch.

The first approach of remotely accessible laboratories from
the two ones mentioned above and applied by us is based
ont he service of the Remote Desktop Connection (RDC)
provided by most PCs used in traditional laboratories. By
giving access for students to these alocated PCs via internet
though a opening port, the laboratory test unit prepared and
programmed for remote testing can be measured all day aroung
resulting in cost effective education.

The second approach is a standard web browser based
remote laboratory but with large flexibility in controller design
and in selection of system supply and load. The website does
not need any add-on, because all the logics and intelligence are
located on server side, which results thin in client application.
Results are saved in comma separated files, which can be read
by any simulation program.

The system architecture of the remote laboratory is shown
in Fig.1. Here it is assumed that the test unit is servo-drive.

Up to a certain degree the two approaches are identical. It
is achieved by using the same framework. The framework has
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Fig. 1. System architecture of remote laboratory

two separate parts the ”communication part” prepared by the
staff for information transfer and for the operation of the test
unit and the ”student part” to be worked out by the student.
For instance the type of the controller has to be selected and
its program has to be written in the student part. After error
checking and compiling the actual measurement can be started.

The two approaches differ from each other in the form of the
results. Using RDC approach the results are saved in comma
separated files, which can be read by any simulation program
(eg.Matlab). In the case of web browser approach the results
are sent to the student via e-mail, or can be downloaded from
the server. The students choose between the two approaches.
RDC is similar, what and how they do in traditional laboratory
classes, but use more resources at students PCs. On the other
hand the standard web browser based remote laboratory can
be used from anywhere, anytime, even from palmtops, mobile
phones, etc.

In the remote laboratory exercise some of the relevant parts
of the multimedia e-learning program package worked out in
the INETELE project containing animations, interacting pages,
Flash movies, etc. are incorporated. Some of the features of
a remote laboratory for testing a servo system is summarized
next. A step by step learning program explains the students the
background knowledge from the basics (rotating machines) to
higher level (sliding mode control). In addition the step by
step learning program consist the following lessons:

- Introduction to programming languages
- Variable definition, creation, value assignment, prop-

erties
- Introduction to the Remote Experiment Framework

and predefined variables

1. Measurement: Turning On/Off the experimental sys-
tem Rotate the motor (without control)

2. Measurement: Rotate the DC motor with a given load
3. Measurement: Design and implement a P controller
4. Measurement: Design and implement a PI controller
5. Measurement: Design and implement a PID con-

troller
6. Measurement: Design and implement a Sliding mode

controller

All the results can be visualized and the running of
experiments can be observed through a web camera.

Fig. 2. Structure of the e-learning project

III. E-LEARNING MATERIAL IN ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING

The E-learning material developed within the INETELE
project mentioned in the Introduction covers a large part of
the subjects of Electrical Engineering. Here by opening a very
narrow window some samples of the Chapters designed and
worked out by us will be treated to show the main features of
the whole projects.

Each chapter has two parts. The part ”For Class” includes
relatively few information in each page helping the fast
comprehension. It applies big capital letters and plenty of
animations. It has audible support by speech and music. It
is intented to be used mainly in class by the teacher (Fig.2.)

The part ”For Home” is similar to a Text book containing
all the necessary explanations which are usually given by the
teacher in class.

The control of the program is very simple. It contains a
number of functions:

The user can move from page to page forward or backward
by hitting any of the keys , or from chapter to chapter by
the keys , . The relevant explanations in ”For Home” can
be reached immediately by key . The user can initiate
the animation and stop it at will by keys , , and
search by keywords in . At the bottom of the page
further keys help the users (Fig.2.) For better comprehension
interactive animations are included. They are mathematical and
drawing ”engines” by solving the equations and drawing the
results on-line. The whole program was made with the help
of Macromedia Flash MX 2004 computer software.

In presenting some of the characteristic pages from the
project, we are proceeding from the simple to the more
sophisticated pages as far as the way of presentation and the
services offered for the teacher, and student are concerned.
The contents of the pages shown below were chosen from
very simple material to push the lime light toward the way of
presentation and the services. The contents are well know for
the readers anyway. They do not have any special value here.

The first examples treat the D.C. servomotor.
Fig.3. presents the time domain equations, in Fig.4. the

transfer function Ω/va is given derived from the equations
listed in Fig.3. Here Ω is the angular speed, va is the armature
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Fig. 3. Time-domain equations of a DC servomotor

Fig. 4. Intermediate stage of manipulation with equations shown in Fig.3

supply voltage. In the animated program the two figures are
examples for the floating derivation technique.

Starting from Fig.3. a sequence of pages can be called
step by step showing the derivation of transfer function by
manipulating, substituting, rearanging etc. the equations in
animated way as the teacher would perform it on the black-
board. The bar at the bottom of Fig.4. shows how far the
teacher proceeded in the manipulation of the equations from
the final state.

Fig.5. shows the static angular frequency Ω-torque T
characteristic of the motor in the motoring domain.

In this interactive page four variables can continuously be
changed from zero up to a maximum value. The results is the
changing static characteristic and the steady-state value of the
angular speed.

Fig.9. and 10. presents other interactive pages with
mathematical and drawing ”engines”. It provides the on-line
solution of the non-linear van der Pol equation [14], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19]. The student can choose between the
autonomous (Fig.9.) and non-autonomous (Fig.10.) equation.

In the first case the forcing function is zero and only the
damping factor ξ can continuously be changed from 0.1 to
10. In the non-autonomous equation the forcing function is

Fig. 5. Interactive page of the static torque-speed characteristics of DC
servomotor

Fig. 9. Interactive page for the solution of autonomous equation of van der
Pol

Fig. 10. Interactive page for the solution of non-autonomous equation of
van der Pol

A sin ω2t (Fig.6). Beside ξ two other parameters, ω2 and A
can continuously be changed. Their ranges are as follows:
0.2 ≤ ω2 ≤ 5 and 0 ≤ A ≤ 5.

The mathematical engine calculate the phase portrait ẋ
version x and the time function x(t). The drawing engine
draws both the phase portrait (left side) and the time function
(right side) on-line. Before initiating the calculation, the initial
condition can be set in the phase portrait by moving a cross
into arbiratory position. The scale factor along axis x and t
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Fig. 6. Explanation page 1. from part ”For Home”

Fig. 7. Explanation page 2. from part ”For Home”

can be selected among 5, 10, 20, 50 and 20, 50, 100, 200
per division, respectively. Next for illustration some pages
from the part ”For Home” (Fig.6-8.) are shown. By clicking
on the key on the bottom left of the page in Fig.10.
the following three pages are immediately downloaded. They
describe the background knowledge behind the autonomous
solution of van der Pol equation.

After throwing light briefly to the main features of the two
parts called ”For Class” and ”For Home” in addition it should
be mentioned that three more Chapters are enclosed at the
end of part ”For Home”. They are: Questions, Problems and
References.

IV. CONCLUSION

Utilizing wide range of advanced e-learning tools at our
disposal on the basis of European level effort an integrated
e-learning package was developed in the field of electrical

engineering. It has two pillars: the remotely accessible internet
based laboratory network, and the classical e-learning material
with plenty animations, interacting pages and audio-visual
support. The development work enjoyed European Union
support.
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